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1 - Can't Ever Forget

* * actions
" " talking
/ / sonic thinking
[ ] Knuckles thinking

Chapter 1: Can't ever forget

"No! i'm sorry, i- i- i tried t-to. please i- i need-" "Sonic wake up!"
Knuckles shouted. "C'mon wake up!" "p-please sh-sh-Shadow i-" He tried again
"Sonic if you don't-" "aaaaaaaaaaah!" *pant* *pant* "Sh-Shadow?"
[So that's what sonic was dreaming about] "sonic, cool it! it's just a dream, it's all in your head"
Knuckles was worried about sonic. he'd been a mess ever since after the final hazard, when Shadow
fell.
[i really wish he'd just forget Shadow. especially since i am right here]
"but Shadow was- and then- and he- and i- and-"
Knuckles decided he'd had it up to his crest of this. "Sonic, please just SHUT UP!"
sonic started to say something but Knuckles closed his mouth.
"quiet. Shadow's gone, your just going to have to accept it. Look, i know you miss him but he wouldn't
want you to sit here crying forever.
i know you had your hopes up, but you just have to let it go."
he reached up to touch sonic's cheek and found it wet, Sonic was crying.
"i won't forget, i can't forget," Knuckles whispered softly "no one asked you to" and he kissed sonic
gently.

------------

-sonic- i don't wanna kiss Knux. i miss Shadow. T-T
-Shadow- can i come out yet?
-Emilin- not till chapter 6.
-Shadow- but sonic's crying and i want to make him feel better and
-Emilin- don't make me make you kiss Knux
-Shadow- you wouldn't dare!
-Emilin- in front of poor, sad, little sonic
-Shadow- no! please, i'll do anything
-Emilin- sit there, shut up, and relax.



-Shadow- but i cant relax. not with sonic crying like that.
-Emilin- sit there and shut up then, or i'll make egghead kiss him.
-Shadow- nonononononononono!(continues on for 15 minutes)
-Emilin- man, someone has separation issues.



2 - Bored and Hateful

Chapter 2: bored and hateful

a/n: sonic doesn't think much does he? n_n

[[ ]] Rouge thinking
\\ \\ Espio thinking

"i am sooooooo bored." Rouge whined. she was thrown in jail after robbing a jewel collector's house.
it would have been the perfect heist, if she hadn't flown into Espio and gotten them both locked up.
"i hate you so much you have no idea." Espio seemed to be more pessimistic than usual.
\\she looks so cute like that, kinda makes me want to... no! focus! but still... No! get a grip she's, well,
Rouge! but... not going to happen!
get a grip!\\
"Espio, are you in there?" Rouge asked, teasing him "or did you die?"
"Rouge if you-" "oh give it a rest will ya?" \\well, at least things cant get any worse.\\
"guard's coming" Rouge said dully "later Rouge" "oh your-"
"Espio Chameleon," the guard said from outside the bird cage.
"eh?" "we need to take a urine sample."

------------

-Espio- a urine sample!!!
-Emilin- relax, we're not going to let him do it
-Espio- really?
-Emilin- of course not, Rouge is going to do it
-Espio- what?
-Rouge- C'mon Espio, time to take your sample. -^.^-
-Espio- X-Kat!!!!!! how could you?
-Emilin- i'm sorry. i'm sad now. *sniffle* T-T
-Espio- don't cry! C'mon, you know i can't stand to see you cry, i'll do it, ok? but just this once, and only if
you stop crying. okay?
-Emilin- okay. thanks Espio. *sniffle*
-Espio- anything for you.



3 - Tails' Thoughts

\ \ Tails thinking
~ ~ Shade (Shadow clone) thinking

\i wish knuckles would at least act like he notices me\
*sigh*
"your cheery," Shade remarked
"shut it"
"oh, testy"
"i said shut it!"
cue long uneasy silence.
"sorry Tails, i guess i was being a jerk"
"it's ok"
Tails went back to 'working' but not really working. and thinking about his furry.
so what's wrong. you wanna talk about it?" Shade asked, still feeling like a jerk
"it's ok"
"or maybe get some lunch?" Shade offered, still trying
"it's ok"
"you sure?" Shade asked
"i'm fine really, i was just thinking" Tails replied, hoping to end the conversation, which he did.
~i really wish he would catch on. i've been trying to get him ever since we met.~
Tails also missed the warm look in shades eyes. *sigh* ~i love Tails~

------------

-Tails- Shade, do you really like me, like that?
-Shade- of course i do Tails.
-Tails- really?
-Shade- yea. hey Tails, you wanna go see that movie that just came out?
-Tails- you mean like a date?
-Shade- yea. -Tails- sure, when?
-Shade- how about tonight at 8?
-Tails- i'm there.



4 - Egghead

Chapter 4: Egghead

| | egghead thinking

"die sonic!" egghead said.
"sonic help!" Tails cried form egghead's trap.
"i'm coming Tails! just hang on!" sonic shouted from his fight.
"Tails," Knuckles said, "can't you just fly out?"
"no Knuckles, Eggman put some stuff in here that stuck to my tails, i can't fly or i would"
"it's hopeless sonic! in just moments you friends will be obliterated and there's nothing you can do"
Eggman laughed menacingly. *beep beep beep beep beep*
"wait, what's that sound?" Eggman said when he heard the beeping
"Eggman's ship is doing something weird," Tails commented.
"yea," Knuckles agreed. "oh no! i'm out of fuel!" Eggman cried.
*beep beep beep beep beep*

*slam* egghead broke his alarm clock, again.
and went to the kitchen to get his usual breakfast, donuts and coffee.
"i hate alarm clocks."
|it was just getting to the good part too.|

------------

-sonic- shadow, waaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaah! i want shadow! waaaaaaaaa!
-shadow- sonic! *opens closet door*
-EvilEmi- where are you going?
-shadow- sonic's crying i cant take it any more.
-EvilEmi- well, i can fix that,
-shadow- huh?
-EvilEmi- yes, i think i will...
-shadow- will, what?
-EvilEmi- you'll see, though sonic might not.
-shadow- no! do what ever you want just don't hurt sonic!!!
-EvilEmi- we'll see. >:)



5 - Lost

// // Shadow thinking

//i'm lost... i tried to go back... find him... tell him i'm ok... but...
he was... kissing... that echidna... he's forgotten... all about me...
i'm lost... and alone...//
*reeeeeeeeeeeeeeerrrrrrrrrrr*
//sirens? what happened? ...wait a minute! sonic lives that way! i hope he's ok... i gotta go make sure!//
so Shadow hurried off to sonic's house.
*reeeeeeeeeeeeeeerrrrrrrrrrr*
Sonic!!!" Shadow cried "hey you! nurse! what happened?" Shadow demanded.
"from what we know he was very upset over a lover's death.
believing it was his fault, he tried to kill himself when his friend left the room"
she replied calmly. "let me go with him, i know sonic, he trusts me, I'll be able to keep him calm."
"i'm sorry but-"
"sh-Shadow."
Shadow looked over into Sonic's eyes
"p-please don't leave me Shadow."
"don't worry sonic, i'm coming with you. i wont leave you alone"
"but i just said-"
Shadow was a little more than fed up this.
"shut the f*** up b****!"
"sh...adow"
"don't worry sonic," Shadow whispered to sonic as he climbed in next to him "i'm right here."

------------

-Shadow- why the hell did you kill him?
-EvilEmi- relax, he isn't dead yet.
-Shadow- yet?
-EvilEmi- keep up your attitude and i will
-Shadow- but, you can't!
-EvilEmi- care to put that to the test?
-Shadow- no! please, anything but that
-EvilEmi- (whispering) shoot, not now!
-Emilin- oh no, it came out again. sorry Shadow, sometimes EvilEmi comes out and does bad stuff.
-Shadow- she, you tried to kill sonic
-Emilin- don't worry, he wont die
-Shadow- if he does, so does Espio.
-Emilin- not my Espio
-Shadow- if he lives, you have nothing to worry about.
-Emilin- he will i promise just don't hurt my Espio!
-Shadow- maybe i will, kinda depends on sonic



-Emilin- please no please no please no please no please no please no please no!
-Shadow- we'll see
-Emilin- your mean!
-Shadow- excuuuse me? sorry I'd love to hear more but Espio and i have an appointment.
-Emilin- no
-Shadow- -and I'd hate for him to miss it. >:)
-Emilin- Espio run!
-shadow- *kicks open a closet door and Espio falls out, bound and gagged*
-Espio- mmph mmh mmh mmph *somehow gets the gag off* X-Kat! don't listen to him! he's a-
-Shadow- shut up! *kicks Espio in the head*
-Espio- X...Kaaaaaaaat. *passes out*
-Emilin- Espio. WAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA T-T
-Shadow- shut up! or else...
-Emilin- AAAAAAAAAAAAaaaaaaaaaaaaaa. please no *sniffle*
-Shadow- we'll see... >:)



6 - Gotta Get Worse Before it Gets Better

"i can't believe this, i have never been so humiliated," Espio said, still very upset about the 'sample' they
needed to take.
"maybe i should have warned you, that guard is well, that way." rouge said, trying to help as only she
can.
"you think!" Espio shouted, getting ticked off even worse.
"look if it makes you feel any better i-"
"excuse me, Espio chameleon?" the female guard said.
"eh? what now?" Espio replied, still ticked.
"you've been let off the hook, a witness we interviewed said you had nothing to do with the heist." she
said, unlocking the door.
"but who- Rouge, you-"
"get outta here, my cell now, get out of it." rouge said dully.
"Rouge,"
"eh?"
"thanks." Espio said as he left.
\\despite what i thought of her before, Rouge is pretty cool.\\
it was when Espio got home he realized how tired he was. he woke up about 2 hours later with wet
sheets.

------

-Espio- only 'cuz i was thinking about you.
-Emilin- Espio, your so sweet
-rouge- so what happens to me
-Emilin- haven't decided
-Espio- sweetheart, why don't we go off by ourselves for a while. ;)
-Emilin- okay. see ya rouge! oh hey, can you host the next few chappies?
-Rouge- okay...
-Emilin- great!
-Espio- let's go then.
-Emilin- okay, sweetie ;)
-Espio- by the way, how did you get shadow to let me go?
-Emilin- lets hope he doesn't find out 'n_n

Shadow's room

-Shadow- your awfully quiet Espio, what's the matter? forget how to scream?
-"Espio"- *head falls off*
-Shadow- a dummy! i will kill Espio. X-Kat wont get away with this! >:K



7 - Chapter 8: furry thoughts

"shade, i'm going to sonic's house." tails called over his shoulder.
"wait up! i'll go too"
\i really wish he'd just stay home. he's like this every time i leave.\ *sigh* \he needs to get a girlfriend or
something.\
~i'm like this every time he leaves the house, he better hurry up and lead me to the reason we aren't
already dating~ *sigh*
~how long am i going to have to keep doing this~ "ok tails. i'm ready to go!

------

Knuckles- *walking by Emilin's door* . . . wait . . .
Emilin's listening to barbie girl . . . no . . . she hates that song . . . why would she be listening to it . . .
unless she was lying . . . why would she lie . . . she said her favorite song was lady marmalade . . .
followed by girl next door . . . then thousand miles . . . why is she listening to barbie girl . . . wait . . . . . .
wasn't she supposed to be with espio . . . why is she listening to it with him . . . he hates that song too . .
.
unless he was lying too . . . why would he lie . . . i'm lost . . . *opens door*
Emilin, why are you listening too barbie girl for at 2:13 in the morning?

rouge- hm?

knux- eh? rouge? why are you on Emilin's computer? *takes computer* and why are you posting a part
of her story?

rouge- Emilin's buisy with espio. I'm in charge.

knux- ah. well. have fun then. don't piss her off. you-

rouge- knux. i will NEVER forget what happened last time.
knux- no one will. When she gets mad, EvilEmi comes out, when EvilEmi comes out, all shoot happens.

rouge- yup.
knux- night, rouge.
rouge- night.

knux- and rouge?
rouge- eh?
knux- turn that fracking song off.



8 - Shade-ness

"i still can't believe it, sonic was that upset, that he tried to kill himself." tails said quietly.
"look, i know he's your best friend, but they said he'd probably be fine. so try to relax. k?" shade said,
trying to be comforting.
"i guess your right." *yawn*
"maybe we should get some sleep while we can."
"yea, ok,"
so it was bed time.
\i cant sleep, maybe shade wants to talk,\
so tails went into shade's room, only to find him asleep.
\dammit, the one time i want to talk- hey whats that book... it's shades diary. i'm gonna read it.\
~another day, same as usual, i follow tails everywhere he goes, i had that dream again.
you know the one, where it's wedding day, me and tails, and then, he runs off with someone, i can't see
the face,
probably just as well though, I'd kill him~
"ok, what's back here,"
~today was the best day of my life! tails said i could live with him, i have my own name, everything is
going great!
know that none of his friends would like it but i love him, he's mine, now if i could just make him see it.~
"he loves me!" tails said, kinda loudly because he was exited.
"tails, why are you in my room?"

\uh-oh\ "nothing!"
"you read my diary,"
"no i didn't"
"yes you did"
"sorry"
"so you know then"
"know what?"
"how i feel about you"
"yea"
"i-"
end of conversation.

------

rouge- lolz. no comments today!!!
knux- rouge,
rouge- yesh?
knux- shut up.



9 - Hedgie Love

a/n: we'll start in sonic's pov

beep beep beep

"where am i?"
-shadow- in the hospital
"shadow?"
-shadow- shhh, sonic relax,
"why are you here?"
-shadow- you tried to kill yourself, of course i'm here
"but-"
-shadow- quiet.
"k"
i couldn't believe it, it was shadow. but he seemed so upset...
"shadow, whats wrong?"
-shadow- nothing
"i can tell something is wrong,"
-shadow- Nothing's wrong!!!
"shadow... i- no, sorry"
-shadow- no, i'm sorry, i didn't mean to yell. it's just-
"just what?"
-shadow- i like you, a lot. i wanted to tell you but then...
"then what?"
-shadow- i saw you... kis- *sob* T-T
so that's it,
"shad, i'm sorry. when he kissed me, all i could think about was you. i was already so upset, i slapped
him."
-shadow- slapped him? *sniffle*
"yeah, kinda hard, that's why he left."
-shadow- oh, i thought you forgot me.
i cant believe he said that
"I'd never forget you shadow."
-shadow- thanks man
i admit it. i blushed.
-shadow- sorry sonic, i gotta go. i'll see you soon though, k?
"k"
-shadow- bye sonic. you idiot. ^-^
"bye shadow," -^.^-
i cant believe he kissed me. still.
"he kissed me," -^.^-

the next day



"i'm free!" i shouted, tearing off my hospital bracelet. "yay! i'm free! no more doctors, no more beeping
machine, no more bedpans! free! yeah!" shadow just watched me. that is, until i jumped on him. "hey get
off!" he shouted, trying to fight back "not in this lifetime" was my reply. i was free. and the first thing i
wanted to do was cause trouble. "sonic! get off god dammit!" he shouted, the effect ruined by the fact
that he was trying to curl up. "never!" i yelled back, i was having way too much fun. "sonic, god dammit if
you don't get off me i'll-"

he threatened, stopping in the middle "shadow? are you going to finish that threat?" i asked, before i
realized just where my hand had slipped.

------

-X-Kat- and, cut!
-shadow- X-Kaaaaaaaat, where are you?
-sonic- X-Kat, shadow's looking for you
-shadow- i need to have a word with you.
-Espio- rouge, hide me!
-rouge- why?
-Espio- listen rouge, if you have any decency you'll give me a five second head start so i can head for
Tokyo, you don't know what he'll do to me.

-rouge- all the better to find out.
-X-Kat- rouge, if you do i'll give you whatever you want.
-rouge- 3 chapter lemon fic with Knux
-X-Kat- fine!
-Espio- hurry!
-rouge- come on, even Eggman is afraid to look in my closet.
-shadow- X-Kaaaaaaaat, where are you?
-sonic- shadoooow! *jumps on shadow*
-shadow- sonic! hey,
-sonic- i missed you. *lick's shadow*
-shadow- i missed you too, *licks sonic*
-sonic- *moans*
-shadow- c'mon sonic, why don't we go into my room, i've got something i want to show you. ;)
-sonic- okay!
-X-Kat- phew! okay! rouge, where's Espio?
-rouge- in my closet, somewhere.
-X-Kat- uh-oh. *turns to readers* hey, people in front of the computer screen, i may not update for a
while because i have to dig Espio out of rouge's closet.

-rouge- people in front of the computer screen? okaaay, *backs away slowly*
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